Effect of local structures and atomic packing on glass forming ability in Cu\textsubscript{x}Zr\textsubscript{100-x} metallic glasses
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Molecular dynamics simulations are performed for CuZr metallic alloys to study the structural and dynamical features for glass forming ability (GFA). Our analysis shows that in CuZr metallic system, although (0,0,12,0) icosahedral clusters are important, some Zr-centered clusters such as (0,1,10,4) and (0,1,10,5) play a key role in slowing down the dynamics. It is found that these Zr-centered clusters are intrinsically slow and fundamentally determine the stability and slow dynamics. Due to the strong spatial correlation between (0,0,12,0) and Zr-centered clusters, their relative population influences the dense packing and dynamics in metallic glasses, and further the GFA. © 2010 American Institute of Physics. [doi:10.1063/1.3282800]
hedral polyhedra of \((0,0,12,0)\) but also some others may be responsible for the GFA in metallic glasses.

To get deep insight into the role of these major atomic clusters in the GFA in this system, we analyze the mean-square displacements (MSD). Figure 2 shows the MSD versus simulation time for various clusters in different compositions. It is found that some Zr-centered clusters such as \((0,2,8,6)\), \((0,1,10,4)\), and \((0,1,10,5)\) are always slow in all compositions, even the slowest as Cu content is less than 50%, and their MSDs are almost independent of the compositions. This implies that these clusters are intrinsically slow in CuZr system. Interestingly, the total fraction of these Zr-centered clusters does not decrease but increases quickly from about 1.7% to 7.5% as Zr content decreases from 80% to 35.5%. Then it decreases quickly to 1.6% at 90% of Cu content. For \((0,0,12,0)\) clusters, it’s not slow at lower Cu concentrations. As Cu content increases, its MSD is getting smaller. This indicates that the dynamics of \((0,0,12,0)\) strongly depends on Cu content in this system and correlates with its population. Therefore, it is expected that the population of these Zr-centered clusters may fundamentally determine the dynamics in CuZr system, while the population of \((0,0,12,0)\) clusters further enhances the stability and slow dynamics. Similar dynamical features were also found in high temperature liquids of CuZr metallic system by \textit{ab initio} MD simulations.\(^{31}\)

To obtain insight into the correlation between structure and dynamics, the spatial correlation between central atoms of polyhedra \(i\) and \(j\) is analyzed by calculating a nearest-neighbor correlation index \(C_{ij}=p_{ij}/p_{ij}^{0}-1\) (Ref. 32) where \(p_{ij}\) and \(p_{ij}^{0}\) are the probability of polyhedra types \(i\) and \(j\) being the nearest neighbors in a structure model and a structure in which the distributions of indices are spatially uncorrelated, respectively. Therefore, the positive and negative values indicate a preference and an avoiding of polyhedra \(i\) and \(j\) being nearest neighbors, respectively.

Figure 3 shows the correlation matrix of \(C_{ij}\) for those atomic clusters in the structure of Cu_{50}Zr_{50}. For other structure models at different compositions and temperatures, the correlation matrix shows the similar features. Generally Cu-centered clusters tend to avoid other Cu atoms except for \((0,0,12,0)\), but tend to be the nearest neighbors with Zr-centered clusters. However, Zr-centered clusters can be the nearest neighbors with either Cu or Zr atoms. Such a general preference of clustering of small- and big-sized clusters may lead to dense packing in metallic glasses. In specific, both \((0,0,12,0)\) and \((0,1,10,5)\) have strong tendency of being nearest neighbors with themselves and each other. \((0,0,12,0)\) also has tendency of being nearest neighbors with \((0,1,10,2)\) and \((0,1,10,4)\). This indicates that \((0,0,12,0)\) prefers to be the nearest neighbors with the pentagon-rich polyhedra, leading to dense packing in metallic glasses.

As shown in Fig. 1, as Cu content increases, more and more \((0,0,12,0)\) clusters are formed. Due to the strong spatial correlation, they tend to connect with themselves, which may slow down the dynamics of \((0,0,12,0)\) significantly.\(^{3,22}\)

On the other hand, due to the increase of the population of slow Zr-centered clusters, the strong spatial correlation and dense packing between them can further slow down the dynamics of the systems. Figure 4 shows the distribution of \((0,0,12,0)\), \((0,1,10,4)\), and \((0,1,10,5)\) in four different compositions. It is clear that in Cu_{50}Zr_{50} the fraction of these three types of clusters is very small, and most of \((0,0,12,0)\) are isolated. As shown in Fig. 2, the dynamics of isolated \((0,0,12,0)\) is not slow compared to \((0,2,8,6)\), \((0,1,10,4)\), and \((0,1,10,5)\). As Cu content increases, the fraction of all these clusters increases quickly and connect with each other. The formation of such configurations makes the dynamics of...
clusters are responsible for connecting (0,0,12,0) slower with Cu content increase, enhancing the slow dynamics in CuZr system.

Although the population of (0,0,12,0) increases and the dynamics become slower, the GFA becomes weaker as Cu content is more than 64.5%. This is because the fraction of (0,1,10,4), (0,1,10,5), and (0,2,8,6) clusters, which play fundamental role in the structure stability in CuZr system, starts to decrease. This affects the atomic packing as well as dynamics in this system. It is known that the icosahedral (0,0,12,0) clusters cannot extend in three-dimensional space, and (0,0,12,0) themselves tend to form stringlike network as its fraction increases. 32,33 These Zr-centered clusters are responsible for connecting (0,0,12,0) strings with other polyhedra to densely fill the remaining space, because they can be the nearest neighbors of (0,0,12,0) as well as other clusters as shown in Fig. 3, and are able to connect them together to achieve dense atomic packing in space. The decrease in the fraction of these Zr-centered clusters will weaken the dense packing and GFA.

On the other hand, the atomic radius ratio $R$ of icosahedral clusters at different compositions also indicates the important role of the population of Zr-centered large clusters in the efficient atomic packing. Our analysis shows that $R \approx 0.897, 0.934, and 0.962$ at Cu content of 64.5%, 80%, and 90%, respectively. For an unstrained icosahedron $R = 0.902$. Therefore, the icosahedral packing is quite efficient in Cu$_{64.5}$Zr$_{35.5}$ metallic glass. For Cu$_{80}$Zr$_{20}$, the icosahedral clusters are strained, but 20% Zr atoms are sufficient to minimize the distortion and icosahedral packing is still efficient. 12,13,33 As Cu content increases to 90%, icosahedral clusters have been highly strained and 10% Zr atoms are not enough to minimize the distortion. The icosahedral packing is not efficient anymore, so that the population of icosahedral clusters decreases. Therefore, the population of Zr-centered clusters is also responsible for the slow dynamics and dense packing in CuZr system, and these clusters play a fundamental role in achieving good GFA.

Note that the cooling rate used in our MD simulations is much faster than that in experiments. However, our previous studies have shown that such structure correlations and icosahedral stringlike packing will become even more evident with a much lower cooling rate. 32

In summary, both (0,0,12,0) icosahedral clusters and some Zr-centered clusters such as (0,2,8,6), (0,1,10,4), and (0,1,10,5) have significant effects on the dynamic behavior, dense atomic packing and GFA in CuZr system. The population of these Zr-centered clusters fundamentally determine the stability and slow dynamics of CuZr metallic glasses, while the population of (0,0,12,0) will further enhance the slow dynamics and GFA.
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